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Dahlia (40 years old) is a female farmer from Jono Oge 

village , Central Sulawesi . She and her family were one 

of hundreds of families in Jono Oge village that 

affected by a 7.4 magnitude earthquake and 

liquefaction disaster on 28 September 2018.

 

From November to December 2018 Dahlia was 

participated in a Cash for works (CfW) for Debris 

Clearance programme called Padat Karya kelola Puing 

conducted by UNDP and its CSO partners.  It was the 

first phase of debris clearance programme that 

piloted in three villages namely Jono Oge , Lolu , and 

Mpanau in Sigi district , Central Sulawesi . 

 

300 survivors were hired as workers for first phase , and 

3200 workers  for phase two in 39 villages.

The Padat Karya Kelola Puing is aimed to removed 

and cleared dangerous and hazardous debris , waste or 

rubble caused by disaster that may put people lives in 

risks. 

 

Moreover , the CfW scheme is also expected to provide 

initial income for survivors (workers) to rebuild their 

livelihood. Worker is provided with personal 

protection equipment (PPE), safety insurance and 

wage (IDR 80 ,000/day) for 25 working days.

DEBRIS CFW FOR RECOVERING LIVELIHOOD
BY  OLYV IANUS  DADI  LADO -UNDP

" I  EARNED AN AVERAGE OF 

80,000  RUPIAH PER 

HARVEST TIME BY SELLING 

THOSE VEGGIES



"I earned 2 million rupiah. I used the 

money to buy pipes and with 

additional money from our previous 

savings , me and my husband also 

managed to buy a water pump 

machine , "Dahlia said.

 

The pipe and water pumping 

machine are using for channeling 

water from an eight-meter-deep 

injection well system to irrigate her 

50x30 meter garden where she 

planted vegetable. 

"We have to use this method because 

the Gumbasa irrigation system was 

damaged by the earthquake ," she 

continued. 

 

Until March 2019 , she had harvested 

four times , "I earned an average of 

80 ,000 rupiah per harvest time by 

selling those vegies. Hmm. .mm. . not 

bad for additional income , right? "

 

"We also built a small cage for our 

two pigs , "she said excitedly. The 

water from the injection well is also 

used to clean the pigs cage every 

day. "I plan to sell only piglets. It 's 

faster for making money. One of a 

three-month-old piglet can be sold 

at a price of between IDR 600 ,000 

and 800 ,000 ," she said while smiling.
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